Update on pediatric dystonias: etiology, epidemiology, and management
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Abstract: Dystonia is a movement disorder characterized by sustained muscle contractions producing twisting, repetitive, and patterned movements or abnormal postures. Dystonia is among the most commonly observed movement disorders in clinical practice both in adults and children. It is classified on the basis of etiology, age at onset of symptoms, and distribution of affected body regions.

Etiology: The etiology of pediatric dystonia is quite heterogeneous. There are many different genetic syndromes and several causes of symptomatic syndromes. Dystonia can be secondary to virtually any pathological process that affects the motor system, and particularly the basal ganglia.

Classification: The etiological classification distinguishes primary dystonia with no identifiable exogenous cause or evidence of neurodegeneration and secondary syndromes.

Treatment: Treatment for most forms of dystonia is symptomatic and includes drugs (systemic or focal treatments, such as botulinum toxin) and surgical procedures. There are several medications including anticholinergic, dopamine-blocking and depleting agents, baclofen, and benzodiazepines. In patients with dopamine synthesis defects L-dopa treatment may be very useful. Botulinum toxin treatment may be helpful in controlling the most disabling symptoms of segmental or focal dystonia. Long-term electrical stimulation of the globus pallidum internum appears to be especially successful in children suffering from generalized dystonia.
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Introduction

Dystonia is a movement disorder characterized by sustained muscle contractions producing twisting, repetitive, and patterned movements or abnormal postures. Dystonia has a wide clinical spectrum ranging from minimal or benign self-limiting features to severe cases.¹,² Dystonia is classified on the basis of: (i) etiology, (ii) age at onset of symptoms, and (iii) distribution of affected body regions. The etiology of pediatric dystonia is heterogeneous (Table 1).³ The etiological classification distinguishes primary dystonia with no identifiable exogenous cause or evidence of neurodegeneration and secondary syndromes. Primary diseases may be divided in pure, plus, and paroxysmal. In primary pure forms, dystonia is the only sign of the disease (with the exception of tremor), and the cause is either genetic or unknown. Primary plus syndromes are characterized by dystonia associated with an additional movement disorder (eg, myoclonus or parkinsonism). Finally, primary paroxysmal syndromes include conditions characterized by abnormal movements including dystonia occurring in brief episodes with normality in between. Secondary dystonic forms
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Table 1 Classification of dystonias by etiology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Dystonia is the only clinical sign (apart from tremor), and there is no identifiable exogenous cause or other inherited or degenerative disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary pure</td>
<td>Dystonia is a prominent sign but is associated with another movement disorder, for example myoclonus or parkinsonism. There is no evidence of neurodegeneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary paroxysmal</td>
<td>Dystonia occurs in brief episodes with normalcy in between. These disorders are classified as idiopathic (often familial although sporadic cases also occur) and symptomatic because of a variety of causes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary plus</td>
<td>Dystonia is a symptom of an identified neurological condition, such as a focal brain lesion, exposure to drugs or chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heredodegenerative</td>
<td>Dystonia is a feature, amongst other neurological signs, of a heredodegenerative or metabolic disorder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

include syndromes, where dystonia is a prominent sign of a heredodegenerative condition, or where dystonia is due to exogenous factors (eg, perinatal injury, medications, brain tumor, infections).

A second axis of the classification distinguishes pediatric onset (<18 years) from adult-onset (>19 years) cases (Table 2). Finally, the third axis based on the somatic distribution of dystonia distinguishes focal, segmental, multifocal, generalized, and unilateral (hemidystonia) forms (Table 3).

Dystonic syndromes are among the most commonly observed movement disorders in clinical practice both in adults and children, with a prevalence ranging between 2 and 50 cases per million for early-onset dystonia (<26 years) and between 30 and 7320 cases per million for late-onset dystonia (>26 years).5–7

In this review we will focus on dystonia that affects children arbitrarily limited to individuals younger than 18 years of age. We will discuss the primary dystonias with pediatric onset divided in ‘pure’ dystonias (DYT1, DYT6, DYT13, DYT17), ‘dystonias-plus’ associated to myoclonus (DYT11 and DYT15), and ‘dystonias-plus’ associated with parkinsonism (DYT5, DYT12, DYT16). Finally, we will include the most frequent secondary dystonias.

**Primary pure dystonia syndromes**

In the pure form, dystonia is the only clinical sign (apart from tremor). Pediatric primary pure dystonia is a rare condition; it includes familial and sporadic cases. Seven loci have been mapped for primary dystonia starting in children, including DYT1, DYT4, DYT6, DYT13, and DYT17 (Table 4). Among them, at this moment only two causative genes are known, DYT1/TOR1A and DYT6/THAP1.8

**DYT1 (TOR1A): Early-onset dystonia**

Early-onset dystonia caused by the DYT1 mutation represents the most common and most severe form of primary dystonia. It accounts for 16%–53% of pediatric onset dystonia (POD) in non-Jewish populations and 80%–90% of patients in the Ashkenazi Jewish population.9–11

The disease frequency in the Ashkenazi Jewish population was calculated to be 1:3000–1:9000. In the non-Jewish population, the frequency is approximately five times lower.12,13

Typically, DYT1 dystonia starts in childhood or adolescence. The initial symptom is usually a focal action dystonia involving one limb (writing dystonia, walking dystonia with foot inversion or eversion). Dystonia subsequently spreads to involve other body regions, becomes less-action specific, and may also be present at rest. Patients presenting with leg dystonia at onset have usually an earlier onset (average age 9 years) and a generalized dystonia after a few months or years. Patients presenting with arm dystonia have a later onset (average age, 15 years), and generalization of dystonia is less frequent. Dystonia may also start in the neck or in the cranial muscles.14

Overall, up to 65% of patients with DYT1 dystonia have a generalized dystonia, with the limbs the most frequent sites involved. Cranial muscles are less commonly involved, showing in approximately 11%–18% of patients. Affected family members may have an adult onset and more frequently

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Classification of dystonias by age at onset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early onset (variably defined as 20–30 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late onset</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Classification of dystonias by distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemidistonia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4 Molecular classification of nonparoxysmal dystonias starting in children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Gene product</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With autosomal dominant inheritance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT1</td>
<td>9q34</td>
<td>Idiopathic torsion dystonia (ITD)</td>
<td>Torsin A (TOR1A)</td>
<td>Primary pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT4</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Idiopathic torsion dystonia/whispering dysphonia</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Primary pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT5</td>
<td>14q22.1</td>
<td>Deficit GTPCH</td>
<td>GTP-cyclohydrolase 1 (GCH1)</td>
<td>Primary plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT6</td>
<td>8p11-21</td>
<td>Adolescent/early adult-onset</td>
<td>N-terminal THAP domain (THAP1)</td>
<td>Primary pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT11</td>
<td>7q21 AD</td>
<td>Myoclonic dystonia</td>
<td>e-sarcoglycan (SGCE)</td>
<td>Primary plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT12</td>
<td>9q13 AD</td>
<td>Rapid-onset dystonia parkinsonism</td>
<td>Na+/K⁺-ATPase (ATP1A3)</td>
<td>Primary plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT13</td>
<td>1p36.13–36.32</td>
<td>Early-onset dystonia with cranial cervical and upper limb involvement</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Primary pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT15</td>
<td>18p11</td>
<td>Alcohol-responsive myoclonic dystasia</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Primary plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With autosomal recessive inheritance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT6</td>
<td>2q31.2</td>
<td>Young onset dystonia-parkinsonism</td>
<td>Kinase PKR (PRKRA)</td>
<td>Primary plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT17</td>
<td>20p11.22-q13.12</td>
<td>Autosomal recessive primary focal TD</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Primary pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With X-linked inheritance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYT3</td>
<td>Xq13.1</td>
<td>X-linked dystonia/parkinsonism</td>
<td>TATA-binding-protein-associated factor 1 (TAF1)</td>
<td>Primary plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xq13</td>
<td>(Mohr-Tranebjærg syndrome)</td>
<td>Mitocondrial import inner membrane translocase Tim8A (TIMM8A)</td>
<td>Primary plus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with neck involvement. Unusual phenotypes such as isolated blepharospasm and unilateral myoclonic dystonia have been reported.²⁵

Some patients with DYT1 dystonia may present a dramatic worsening of dystonia called “status dystonics” during the course of the disease.¹⁶ The DYT1 gene product, TorsinA, is a member of the AAA1 superfamily of ATPases associated with a variety of cellular activities. It performs critical functions related to protein degradation, membrane trafficking, vesicle fusion and organelle movement, cytoskeletal dynamics, and correct folding of proteins.¹⁷

TorsinA is almost ubiquitously expressed and its expression in the brain is restricted to neurons, where it is associated with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). In cellular models expressing the pathogenic GAG deletion, mutant TorsinA is redistributed from the ER lumen to the nuclear envelope (NE).¹⁸ These cells also display abnormal morphology and thickening of the NE, including generation of whorled membrane inclusions that appear to derive from the ER and NE. These inclusions are associated with the vesicular monoamine transporter VMAT2, a finding that might functionally relate TorsinA to the dopaminergic system.¹⁹ In addition, TorsinA has been found to regulate cellular trafficking of the dopamine transporter and other membrane-bound proteins. It has also been shown that the mutant TorsinA interferes with cytoskeletal events that may affect the development of neuronal pathways in the brain, and that it is prematurely degraded by both the proteasome and macaouptophagy pathways.²⁰ Recently it has been shown that TorsinA controls the stability of synaptic vesicle proteins and affects synaptic vesicle turnover in neurons.²¹

Non-DYT1 early-onset primary dystonias

A large group of POD patients is not due to the DYT1 mutation. DYT6 dystonia was described in two families of German–Mennonite origin.²² The phenotype is defined as mixed because it is different from the typical pediatric onset: variable age at onset ranging from infancy to adulthood (range, 5–38 years; mean, 18.6 years), marked involvement of cranial and cervical muscles, and generalization of dystonia occurs in about half of the patients.²³ The DYT6 gene product, Thanatos-associated protein 1 (THAP1), is a member of a family of cellular factors sharing a highly conserved DNA-binding THAP1 domain, which is an atypical zinc finger, and can regulate endothelial cell proliferation.²⁴ A proposed disease mechanism is that DYT6 mutations may disrupt THAP1 binding to DNA and produce transcriptional dysregulation. It has been recently demonstrated that a physical interaction occurs between THAP1 and the TOR1A promoter, which is abolished by pathogenic mutations.²⁵

This link is probably not just a simple THAP1-TOR1A promoter interaction, but is likely to involve other genes as well. Interestingly, THAP1 also binds to the promoter region of a TAF1 transcript that is implicated in a primary plus dystonia form (adult-onset X-linked dystonia parkinsonism).²⁶

Another rare early onset cause of primary dystonia is DYT13 mutation, which was identified in a large Italian family.²⁷ The prevalent phenotype is a pediatric-onset...
upper-body dystonia with a frequent involvement of the cranial cervical region and a relatively benign course.

**DYT17** primary dystonia has been reported as an example of autosomal recessive POD.\(^{28,29}\) The locus for **DYT17** has been assigned to chromosome 20.

### Primary plus syndromes

Dystonia is the prominent sign in dystonia plus syndromes, but it is associated with other movement disorders (eg, myoclonus or parkinsonism), without evidence of neurodegeneration. There are three clinically defined entities: dopa-responsive dystonia (**DRD**; **DYT5**), myoclonus–dystonia (M-D; **DYT11**), and rapid-onset dystonia–parkinsonism (RDP; **DYT12**), which are characterized by marked phenotypic heterogeneity.

### DRD or Segawa disease

DRD or Segawa disease is mainly a pediatric-onset disorder due to defects in dopamine synthesis. The usual age of onset varies between 4 and 6 years. The ratio of females to males is 2.5:1.\(^{30}\) Prevalence has been reported to be 0.5 to 1 per million, but it is likely underestimated as the penetrance is low, and atypical cases are frequent.\(^{31}\) The onset is often insidious, with fatigability, clumsiness of gait, and dystonic postures often limited to one foot.\(^{32,33}\)

In children older than 10 years, dystonia of an upper limb or postural tremor may be the first manifestations.\(^{34}\) Mild parkinsonian features such as rigidity of the limbs and trunk and hypomimia are commonly present. A progressive increase in severity of the dystonia during the day and a marked decrease, sometimes complete disappearance following sleep, are highly characteristic. The disorder is progressive and may lead to severe disability. The involvement of other parts of the body may occur quickly or take up to ten years. Cognitive functions are preserved.

Dystonia and/or parkinsonism usually show a rapid, marked and sustained response to low doses (3–5 mg/kg/day) of L-dopa combined with an inhibitor of peripheral decarboxylation helping to determine the clinical diagnosis. The response is independent from the delay in initiating treatment. Autosomal dominant guanosine triphosphate cyclohydrolase (GTPCH) deficiency (**DYT5**) is the most frequent enzymatic defect leading to Segawa disease. Almost 75% of DRD index cases of a European large series showed this defect.\(^{35}\)

Autosomal recessive forms of GTPCH have been reported.\(^{36}\) Autosomal-recessive forms of DRD (ArDRD) are also caused by homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations of the tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and the sepiapterin reductase (SPR).\(^{37}\) In ArDRD, the phenotype is generally more severe, including cognitive impairment and developmental delay, and it may also be called infantile encephalopathic phenotype (IEP).\(^{3}\) Response to L-dopa treatment in IEP differs from Segawa disease. Only in rare cases low-dose of L-dopa may produce a rapid improvement of symptoms. In most of these patients low L-dopa doses may produce marked choreic and/or dystonic movements. In most of these patients a very slow titration of the dose is necessary, and effective therapeutic levels of L-dopa cannot often be achieved. Even low doses may produce marked choreic and/or dystonic movements. Prognosis of IEP differs from Segawa disease even in cases that partially respond to dopaminergic therapy; clumsiness and mild mental retardation is often reported.

Recently, a new condition named dopamine-transporter deficiency syndrome (DTDS) has been reported in some patients with IEP caused by mutations in the dopamine transporter-encoding gene (**SLC6A3**). Studies of CSF neurotransmitters have shown elevated HVA/HIAA ratios. Dopamine transporter scan with single-photon emission computerized tomography (DaTSCAN SPECT) imaging shows complete loss of dopamine-transporter activity in the basal nuclei.\(^{38}\)

### Myoclonus-dystonia (M-D) (**DYT11**)

The onset of the disease occurs during childhood or adolescence. The presenting symptom is usually myoclonus, involving the upper part of the body (neck, trunk, limb), with predominance of proximal muscles. Cranial muscles can also be affected, including laryngeal muscles.\(^{39–43}\) Dystonia is associated with myoclonus in more than half of the patients, usually causing little or no disability. Dystonia typically involves the neck or the arms (torticollis, writer’s cramp).\(^{40,41,44–46}\) A marked improvement of motor symptoms (mainly myoclonus) following alcohol ingestion and the presence of psychiatric symptoms, such as obsessive-compulsive disorders, alcohol abuse, depression, and anxiety, is frequently reported.\(^{41,47–49}\) The course of the disease is usually benign but there is a wide variability of outcomes among patients, even within the same family.\(^{41}\)

M-D is caused by heterozygous mutations of the epsilon-sarcoglycan gene (**SGCE**). More than 50 different heterozygous **SGCE** mutations have been identified.\(^{50}\) These mutations are thought to produce a loss-of-function and do not allow the drawing of genotype–phenotype correlations. However, marked differences in disease severity suggest an
influence of environmental or genetic modifiers. A genetic peculiarity of SGCE is maternal genomic imprinting.\textsuperscript{51}

**Rapid-onset dystonia-parkinsonism (RDP, DYT12)**

The disease is characterized by dystonia and parkinsonism with abrupt onset.\textsuperscript{52,53} In its genetic form, the inheritance mode is autosomal dominant with reduced penetrance and de novo mutations have been reported.\textsuperscript{54,55} One monogenic cause of RDP is a mutation in the gene for the alpha subunit of the Na⁺/K⁺-ATPase three (\textit{ATP1A3}). Although only a few families and sporadic cases with this disorder have been reported the clinical peculiarities make it of special interest. The disorder usually begins between 15 and 45 years of age. The hallmarks are abrupt onset of motor symptoms over a few minutes to 30 days, with a rostrocaudal involvement and prominent bulbar findings. The onset often follows physical or emotional stress resulting in permanent neurological disability.\textsuperscript{54} Most patients remain stable or demonstrate slight improvement years after the abrupt onset of symptoms. The disorder is transmitted as an autosomal dominant trait with variable expressivity and reduced penetrance. Mutations in the \textit{ATP1A3} (chromosome 19q13), a gene related with the Na⁺/K⁺ ATPase alpha3, are the cause of the disorder.\textsuperscript{54,55} RDP is the first known dystonic condition linked to a membrane ion channel abnormality. All investigations remain negative except a CSF low level of HVA, suggesting a presynaptic defect in the nigrostriatal pathways.\textsuperscript{56}

Recently a novel gene \textit{PRKRA} (protein kinase, interferon-inducible double-stranded RNA-dependent activator) for young-onset dystonia–parkinsonism (\textit{DYT16}) has been identified.\textsuperscript{57}

**Other primary generalized dystonias**

**X-linked deafness dystonia**

A few families with the X-linked dystonia-deafness syndrome (also named Mohr–Tranebjærg syndrome) have been reported.\textsuperscript{58,59} The disease is characterized by onset of sensorineural deafness usually before age of 2 years. Severe progressive generalized dystonia starts around 7 years of age. Cases of dystonia onset as late as the age of 30 years have been reported, which suggests that the clinical features have a broader spectrum than previously considered.\textsuperscript{60,61} Most of the subjects became confined to a wheelchair between the ages of 9 and 22 years. Mental retardation, visual impairment due to cortical blindness, or related to optic neuropathy,\textsuperscript{62} corticospinal tract involvement, and psychiatric manifestations (irritability, anxiety, paranoia) may be associated features. A candidate gene for this disorder, called DDP (deafness/dystonia peptide) or TIMM8A (probably encoding for Mitochondrial import inner membrane translocase subunit Tim8 A, a zinc-binding protein) has been identified on chromosome Xq22.\textsuperscript{63} The protein (DDP protein) is located in the mitochondrial intermembrane space, therefore mutated DDP protein may disrupt the mitochondrial function.\textsuperscript{64} Several mutations including intronic mutations have been reported.\textsuperscript{65} In at least one of the reported mutations, carrier females also experience dystonia but, unlike in males, it has been described as focal dystonia.\textsuperscript{66}

GABAergic substances as clonazepam and gamma-hydroxybutyric acid have been reported to be useful.\textsuperscript{60}

**Transient idiopathic dystonia of infancy**

Transient dystonia of infancy usually appears before 5 months of age.\textsuperscript{67,68} Affected infants present with abnormal postures usually limited to one upper or lower limb. The postures may occasionally involve the trunk, either arms, or one side of the body.\textsuperscript{59} When prone, the infant often maintains forced forearm pronation, using the back of the hand as a support. In the lower limb the feet may be held in equinovarus. The postures may be intermittent.\textsuperscript{70} The rest of the neurological examination and developments are normal. The movement disorder spontaneously disappears around the first birthday. Familial cases are known.\textsuperscript{57,68} Mild forms may be frequent, and only the most marked cases may come to medical attention. The key to the diagnosis is the observation that dystonic posture disappears when the infant carries out purposeful movements with the affected extremity. The etiology is still unknown.

When the clinical signs are typical, no complementary studies (neuroimaging, laboratory examinations) are necessary.

**Primary paroxysmal syndromes**

Paroxysmal dyskinesias refer to attacks of abnormal movements and postures (dystonic, choreoathetoid, or a mixture of both) with return to normality between episodes.\textsuperscript{71}

Three main categories can be recognized: paroxysmal kinesigenic dyskinesia (PKD/DYT10), paroxysmal non-kinesigenic dyskinesia (PNKD1; DYT8), and paroxysmal exercise-induced dyskinesia (PED; DYT18).\textsuperscript{72} In PKD, the duration of attacks varies from seconds to hours, and the frequency of the episodes range from one per year to hundreds per day. PKD is characterized by dystonia or choreodystonia induced by a sudden change in position, classically from sitting to the standing position.
PNKD is characterized by spontaneous attacks at rest that tend to be more dystonic in nature, although chorea, athetosis, and ballism can occur. Episodes can last from seconds to several hours and may have long attack-free intervals. Onset is in childhood with a tendency for the attacks to diminish with age. Symptoms can be precipitated by alcohol or caffeine and to a lesser extent by nicotine, excitement, fatigue, hunger, and emotional stress. Paroxysmal choreoathetosis with clinical characteristics similar to those of PNKDs with associated spasticity has been described under the term of autosomal dominant paroxysmal choreoathetosis/spasticity syndrome (CSE) and linkage to chromosome 1p has been demonstrated. In the PED, the attacks occur after 10 or 15 minutes of continuing exercise. The attacks are usually dystonic and appear most commonly in the lower limbs after prolonged walking or running. Dystonic episodes usually cease in 10–15 minutes after stopping the exercise.

Patients with SLC2A1 gene mutations (gene encoding the Glut1 transporter) may present with PED that may be associated with epilepsy and/or mental retardation. The list of linked gene loci causing paroxysmal dyskinesia phenotypes is growing rapidly, although the genes for most of these conditions still remain unidentified. Paroxysmal dyskinesias are inherited as an autosomal dominant trait. PNKD is caused by mutations in the gene PNKD1 encoding for myofibrillogenesis regulator 1. In PKD, a disease locus has been assigned to the pericentromeric region of chromosome 16 (16p11.2–q12.1). The first causative gene located on chromosome 1p has been identified: the proline-rich transmembrane protein 2. The gene for PED is located in the short arm of chromosome 1 (1p31.3–p35). The gene SLC2A1 codes for glucose transporter 1 (Glut1). Because Glut1 delivers glucose via the blood–brain barrier, dyskinesias may result from energy deficit in the basal ganglia upon exercise.

Secondary dystonias

Dystonia is often associated with other neurological symptoms in a long list of diseases, and is then called secondary dystonias.

Dystonia due to structural defect

Dystonic cerebral palsy and delayed onset dystonia will not be discussed in this review. Hemidystonia is often due to a structural lesion. The most frequent cause of hemidystonia is acute vascular occlusion of whatever etiology especially affecting the striatum and/or the caudate. Hemidystonia is more frequent in children than adults. Hemidystonia predominates in the upper limb and is very often associated with pyramidal tract signs. The first neurological manifestation is generally an acute hemiparesis. Dystonia may appear at the time hemiparesis recovers, but frequently it becomes evident only after several months or even years.

Response to medical treatment is often poor. The best results are obtained with benzodiazepines and anticholinergic drugs. Botulinum toxin may be useful. Surgery, mainly deep brain stimulation (DBS) in particular areas of the internal globus pallidus, seems to be the treatment of choice now.

Heredodegenerative syndromes

Heredodegenerative syndromes constitute a large and heterogeneous group of diseases in which dystonia may occur with different degrees of severity and is associated with other abnormalities including mental retardation, seizures, ataxia, neuropathy, optic atrophy, and gaze paresis. Many of these disorders are autosomal recessive, due to a heredodegenerative or metabolic diseases, and have mainly childhood onset.

Glutaric aciduria and other organic acidemias with dystonia

Glutaric aciduria type I (GAI) also termed glutaryl–CoA dehydrogenase deficiency, is an autosomal recessive disease caused by mutations in the glutaryl–CoA dehydrogenase (GCDH) gene located on chromosome 19p13.2. The GCDH is a mitochondrial enzyme that plays a key role in the catabolism of lysine, hydroxylysine, and tryptophane. The severe reduction or total absence of GCDH activity causes accumulation of 3-hydroxyglutaric acid and glutaric acid in plasma, urine, and CSF, which can induce neuronal death through excitotoxicity as well as mitochondrial dysfunction.

The frequency of GAI is estimated to be 1 in 100,000 newborns. Clinical manifestations generally appear between 5 and 14 months, but mild symptoms such as slight motor delay and hypotonia can be observed at earlier ages. Macrocephaly at birth or developed some time later in infancy is present in about 70% of cases. In the majority of cases, the disease starts abruptly, with focal seizures or generalized convulsions, vomiting and obtundation or lethargy, usually following an acute infectious illness. Psychomotor regression and dystonic or choreoathetotic movements appear later on. In a few patients, the onset is insidious with slowly developing psychomotor delay, hypotonia, and dystonic postures until 16 years of age.
The characteristic neurological sequel is generalized dystonia. Spasticity may also be evident. Complex speech alterations with combined features of hyperkinetic dysarthria, anarthria, and apraxia are common. Comprehension of language is much better than expression, which suggests that cognition is relatively preserved.

The course of the disorder is variable. GAI is a treatable condition. Ideally, treatment should start before the onset of clinical symptoms. In such cases, a diet combined with oral supplementation of L-carnitine and an aggressive treatment during acute episodes of intercurrent illness can prevent the development of clinical signs or decrease their severity. In most cases, however, the disease continues to progress in a stepwise manner with a succession of acute encephalopathic crises precipitated by infectious diseases, immunizations, and surgery during infancy or childhood. Often, with aging, dystonia tends to evolve from mobile to fixed and to be associated with parkinsonism.96 In others, it remains stationary with severe motor and language sequelae.97 About half the patients die before the age of 4 years during intercurrent illnesses.

Its pathogenesis is not clear. Glutaric and 3-hydroxyglutaric acid concentrations are increased not only in the brain but in all tissues. 3-Hydroxyglutaric and glutaric acids share structural similarities with the main excitatory amino acid glutamate and increased levels of these acids are considered to play an important role in the pathophysiology of the disease. 3-Hydroxyglutaric acid induces excitotoxic cell damage. Furthermore, glutaric and 3-hydroxyglutaric acids indirectly modulate glutamatergic and GABAergic neurotransmission (thus resulting in low GABA levels), resulting in an imbalance of excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission.88

Lesch–Nyhan spectrum

The Lesch–Nyhan spectrum is an X-linked disorder of purine metabolism resulting from deficiency of enzyme hypoxanthine–guanine phosphorybosyl transferase (HGPRT) located on Xq26.98,99 Prenatal diagnosis is possible.

There is a continuum spectrum of neurological manifestations depending on the degree of the enzymatic deficiency. The most severe forms are known as Lesch–Nyhan disease (LND). Partial HPRT-deficient patients present symptoms with a different intensity. In the least severe form, termed Kelley–Seegmiller syndrome, the patients have gout and no neurological involvement.100 The term ‘Lesch–Nyhan variants’ has been introduced to include patients with HPRT-related gout and some degree of neurological involvement, but without the complete symptomatology of LND.

LND usually has its onset between 6 and 18 months of age, with delayed psychomotor development, hypotonia or spasticity. An early sign may be the appearance of an orange-colored crystalline material in the nappies. Abnormal movements begin with fine athetoid movements of the hands and feet. When fully developed, the movements are predominantly dystonic but may include chorea and tremor. Ocular motility is affected with saccades preceded by head movement.101 A remarkable feature is aggressive behavior (85% of cases) directed both to the patient him/herself and to surrounding persons. Automutilation particularly affecting the lips and fingers usually begins with tooth eruption. Dysarthria is also a frequent symptom. Epilepsy, optic atrophy, and recurrent coma have been reported.102,103 Affected children also present extraneurological symptoms such as hematuria, crystalluria, and signs of hyperuricemia such as renal stones, gouty arthritis, and tophi. Other features include vomiting, macrocytic anemia, reduced growth, and delayed bone age. Cases with survival beyond their third decade of life are now frequent.

In Lesch–Nyhan variants, the grade of dystonia is less severe and appears in the form of a dystonic gait, speech difficulties, and spasticity but with normal cognitive function and behavior (no self-mutilation).

The pathophysiology of the neurological and behavioral dysfunctions remains unclear. It is assumed that the neurological symptoms do not result from the excess production of uric acid. Postmortem studies have not shown any structural changes, but they have revealed a 60%–90% loss of dopamine in the basal ganglia.104 Biochemical studies of the CSF and PET have also showed a decreased level of dopamine metabolites whereas serotonin and 5-hydroxyindolacetic were increased.105

Homocystinuria

Homocystinuria is caused by different enzymatic defects. The most common is cystathionineβ-synthase deficiency. A few cases of homocystinuria with slowly progressive dystonia as a tardive symptom have been reported.106,107 In these cases, the age of onset of dystonia ranges from 4 to 21 years.

The cause of the movement disorder is unclear. Vascular disease is probable. In homocystinuria, arterial and venous thrombosis of the cerebral cortex and basal ganglia have been reported, but no neuroimaging evidence of lesion in basal ganglia in cases with dystonia have been described. Moreover, a postmortem case did not show pathology in the vessels of the basal ganglia.108,109
Hartnup disease
Hartnup disease is an inherited recessive defect in amino acid transport due to mutations in the SLC6A19 gene. Light-sensitive dermatitis is usually the first symptom occurring in the late infantile or juvenile ages. Recurrent episodes of ataxia are a common neurologic symptom. Dystonic features and intermittent dystonia have been reported. Spontaneous improvement may occur. Nicotinamide therapy may improve the neurological symptoms.

Niemann–Pick disease type C (NPC)
Niemann–Pick disease type C is an autosomal recessive lipid storage disorder that is characterized by impaired intracellular cholesterol homeostasis and defective cholesterol trafficking through the late endosomal/lysosomal system. The resulting accumulation of unesterified cholesterol, predominantly in cells of the spleen, liver, and brain, leads to a range of clinical manifestations. These include hepatosplenomegaly, psychiatric disorders, and neurological problems. A mutated gene (NPC1) on chromosome 18q11–12 is responsible for more than 90% of cases. A few cases are due to mutations in the HE1/NPC2 gene.

The disease features vertical supranuclear gaze palsy, especially when looking downward. Clinical manifestations at onset usually include intellectual regression, dysarthria, and gait disorder. Movement disorder can predominate and consists mainly of dystonia. Cerebellar and pyramidal signs then appear. Epilepsy occurs in about one-third of patients. Organomegaly is common (but not constant). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain shows ranges from normal to mild posterior periventricular white matter hyperintensity.

Bone marrow testing shows foamy cells or sea-blue histiocytes. NPC can be diagnosed with a culture of skin fibroblasts by demonstrating deficient esterification of low-density lipoprotein-derived cholesterol or by filipin staining of free intracellular cholesterol.

No specific treatment for NPC is available. Miglustat, an iminosugar that inhibits glucosylceramide synthase, may show clinical benefit.

Other neurologic disorders with dystonia
Infantile bilateral striatal necrosis, infantile thalamic necrosis
Friede (1975) proposed the term ‘infantile bilateral striatal necrosis’ (IBSN) to designate a neuropathological syndrome featuring bilateral symmetrical spongy degeneration of both putamina and caudate nuclei and occasionally of the thalami. The number of cases has increased with the change from a neuropathological to a neuroimaging syndrome. The lesions can now be recognized in living patients by computed tomography (CT) scan that shows hypodense images in the involved areas and, better, by MRI that shows an increased T2 signal in the same zones.

Progress in the knowledge of mitochondrial disorders and organic acidurias shows that symmetrical striatal lesions are common in these diseases and suggests that many of the cases reported as IBSN may have been due to metabolic disorders decompensated by an acute infection, eg, glutaric aciduria. Therefore, those cases in which no organic aciduria was identified and lactic acidosis was not documented are probably unproved mitochondrial disorders.

Typical cases of acute IBSN are characterized by an acute onset of rigidity, dystonia, chorea, ballismus, and a stereotyped response to stimuli whether pleasant or painful, with monotonous crying, grimacing and hyperextension of the neck. Epilepsy is rare. Some patients develop symptoms soon after a variety of infections, including respiratory tract infections, and mumps of mycoplasma pneumoniae. On imaging, there is often extensive edema of the white matter in addition to symmetrical hypodensities of the striatum. MRI lesions can disappear or persist over time. Some patients may die shortly after the acute phase, but usually a gradual improvement occurs, in some cases even after several months. Sequelae such as dystonia or hemiparesis can result.

Although some familial cases are on record, most cases of IBSN are sporadic. The pathogenesis remains unknown, but a parainfectious mechanism is probable. Cases with acute IBSN presented shortly after streptoccal pharyngitis, with high streptococcal titers, and antibodies reactive against basal ganglia constituents have been reported, which suggests an autoimmune etiology in these cases.

Infantile thalamic necrosis
Cases of acute necrosis of both thalami (‘acute necrotizing encephalopathy of children’) following an acute viral infection have been reported initially from Japan where this condition seems to predominate. It has also been reported in Caucasians. Half the cases started acutely between 6 and 18 months of age. Hyperthermia, coma, convulsions, and decerebrate, or decorticate postures are common in the acute stage. The course is often severe, leading to death in a quarter of the cases, or to severe residual impairment.
with quadriplegia, microcephaly, dystonia, and mental retardation, but a `mild' form with selective reversible thalamic involvement and complete recovery exists. Early in the course, bilateral hyperechogenic thalamic lesions may be observed by ultrasound. CT scan or MRI will show multifocal symmetrical lesions in the thalami and also show lesions in the pons, mesencephalon, cerebellum, and white matter. Hyperproteinorrachia during the acute illness can be present. Increased serum CPK, GOT, GPT, and lactate dehydrogenase are usually present, but they seldom have hyperammonemia or hypoglycemia, which is important for differentiating diagnosis of Reye syndrome. Causal or associated viral infections, usually influenza A, have been demonstrated in several cases. Prognosis is better in older children and patients with low GOT values, without brain stem lesions and normalization of the neuroimaging on follow-up. Effective steroid treatment has been reported. These cases show some similarities to those of BBGD in the late stages. Flunarizine is partially effective in about half of patients.

**Treatment options in children**

Treatment for most forms of dystonia is symptomatic and benefit may be incomplete or accompanied by intolerable side effects. These options include drugs (systemic or focal treatments, such as botulinum toxin) and surgical interventions.

Among medical options, the usual first choice is high-dose anticholinergic treatment. However, the absolute and comparative efficacy and tolerability of anticholinergic agents in dystonia is poorly documented in children. Therefore, no recommendations can be made to guide prescribing (good practice point). Moreover, children typically tolerate higher doses than adults. No controlled trials were available on the effects of this type of treatment. There is a lack of evidence on the positive effect of tetrabenazine to give recommendations for this type of treatment (good practice point). Carbidopa/levodopa is the mainstay of treatment in DRD. However, other forms of dystonia may respond partially to levodopa. Since complete response to levodopa can be diagnostic for DRD and because of its potential benefit, a trial of carbidopa/levodopa is highly recommended for all children with dystonia.

Botulinum toxin treatment is the first choice treatment for most types of focal dystonia. In children it is less used because dystonic forms are mainly generalized, but it might also be helpful in controlling the most disabling symptoms of segmental or generalized dystonia. Botulinum toxin can be regarded as first-line treatment for primary cranial (excluding oromandibular) or cervical dystonia. Botulinum toxin is safe and efficacious when repeated treatments are performed over many years, but excessive cumulative doses may be dangerous, particularly in children. Following preliminary suggestions that intrathecal baclofen infusion could...
improve dystonia, subsequent observations have shown that this form of treatment is particularly helpful when spasticity coexists with dystonia, as in cerebral palsy.43–46

Long-term electrical stimulation of the globus pallidum internum (GPI) is now established as an effective treatment for various types of movement disorders including dystonia. The use of DBS for dystonia currently addresses in particular primary generalized or segmental forms, in patients who do not achieve sufficient relief with conservative approaches. Pallidal DBS is considered a good option, particularly for primary generalized or segmental dystonia, after medication or botulinum toxin has failed to provide adequate improvement. It has been observed that patients with DYT1 dystonia have a better outcome than the DYT1 negative, and that the earlier the intervention is performed during disease course, the better the outcome.147,148 DBS seems to be especially successful in children suffering from generalized dystonia. The age of the patient could not be shown to have a direct predictive significance for the outcome.148–150 A shorter duration of the illness – independently from its onset – enhances the effect of stimulation. These data support early intervention. In early-onset dystonia in children, age intervention should thus not be delayed. Preliminary information on a small number of patients with M-D treated with pallidal DBS indicates that both myoclonic features and dystonia can improve.151

In a review of 109 patients with heredodegenerative and secondary syndromes treated with GPI-DBS implants, some cases with favorable outcomes were reported in nearly all groups.152 Furthermore, eight of 13 patients with PKAN had striking motor improvement.153

Conclusion

Dystonia syndromes are among the most commonly observed movement disorders in clinical practice both in adults and children. The dystonia syndromes represent a complex, clinically and genetically heterogeneous set of movement disorders. In primary dystonias, dystonia is the only neurological symptom except for tremor and functional disorders of the neurons with no apparent neuronal loss with a strong genetic component that appears to cause the disease. It is most likely that many of the yet unknown genes associated to primary dystonia still have to be identified. Dystonia may be associated with other neurological symptoms in a long list of diseases, due to structural, metabolic, and heredodegenerative processes. Treatment for most forms of dystonia is symptomatic and benefit may be incomplete or accompanied by intolerable side effects. These options include drugs (systemic or focal treatments, such as botulinum toxin) and surgical interventions. Research is focused on identification of pathogenic treatments for the most common genetic forms of dystonia.
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